
Team Area Task

Bring your duvet, sheets, pillow, and linnen to the main entrance where it needs to be seperated into piles.
Throw out any trash (including trashbag). Make sure the hallways and outside area are free of trash and presentable.

After an incredible weekend full of good times and new memories, we ask you to be Flink & Flittig and help clean up. 
Find your department on the list, grab your colleagues, and help out. When you are done, find a crew member and ask 

if they need help somewhere else. Thank you for pitching in, it is really flinked of you!

Cabins All 

In front of SlettenCustom Colutions +  S 

Before we leave...

The GymCommerce + Sitecore 

Tent Camp UP & Performance + Support

Spanish Wine barES + Sales 

English Pub UK + NL + PHP, Magento, Drupal 

Terrasse and grass area at Sletten CPH + PIM + Data Value

Star tent NO + DW Shopify 

Forrest  Sales + Marketing + Tech Leadership

Inside the main building at Sletten  Finance, HR, Legal + International Operation 

SNV All taking the bus back to SNV 

Pack all duvets, pillows and linnen into plastic bags. 

All equipment needs to be wrapped up, packed, and put in the white van. Clean area for trash. 

Stack and carry chairs to main entrance.  All trash needs to be cleared out, including cigarette butts etc.outside the gym.

Collect all items on the lawn and bring them back to the main entrance. Remove cigarrette butts. Make sure the lawn is clean. 

Remove everything from the tent. The wooden furniture needs to be put in the white van. Make sure the area is clean.

Remove all the electronic lights that has been wrapped around the trees and bring to main entrance.

The floor needs to be swept. The tables need to be set up nicely. 

Help the crew remove stuff from the white vans into the storage (hal)

Bar needs to be put in the white van. Beer keg needs to be brought to the main entrance. Eveything needs to be cleared out.
Table have to be whiped. 

Bar needs to be put in the white van. Tables and chairs needs to be whiped and brought back to the storage room in the gym.
Move the fridge to the main entrance of the building. Remove trash and clear the floor.


